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Abstract —Efficient utilization of sensor energy to prolong the network lifetime has been the focus of much research on WSNs. In order to save the overall energy of the system and to balance the load among sensors nodes we propose a Modified PSO sleep scheduling algorithm for WSNs. The Modified PSO algorithm includes mutation and crossover functions inspired in GA and searches for both saving-energy and high-coverage rate configurations. In addition, clustering routing protocol is needed to reduce the communication cost and evaluate the network lifetime. In this paper, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) makes the clustering algorithm. Simulations we have carried out show that by allowing better configuration, the asynchronous scheme greatly increase the WSNs’ lifetime.

Index Terms—WSN, Lifetime, modified PSO, fuzzy C-means

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) requires new application domains for wireless ad hoc networks. WSN consists of sensor nodes that collect sensed data from the environment and communicate via wireless transceivers. The sensor nodes are typically expected to operate with batteries and are expected to be deployed largely in not easily accessible or hostile environments, such as forests or sea. Accordingly, it is not easy to replace the sensor nodes’ batteries. Therefore, efficient utilization of sensor energy to prolong the network lifetime has been the focus of much research on WSNs. In order to save the overall energy of the system and to balance the load among nodes, several approaches have been proposed such as, the availability of node, sensors coverage, connectivity, sleep scheduling and clustering routing protocols. These approaches attempt to meet competing objectives. For example, maximization of sensors coverage conflicts with the sleep scheduling. To address different nature of optimization problems relating to WSN lifetime, multi-objective optimization (MOO) plays a key role. Indeed, abundant literature is available where MOO has been used to solve different optimization objectives relating to WSNs. This paper considers how to maximize the lifetime of WSN by studying the sleep scheduling, sensors coverage and clustering routing protocols. The random deployment of sensors can lead to redundant sensor nodes that share the same area. This means that when an event occurs, it can be detected and reported by more than one sensor. These redundant transmissions increase energy consumption. Hence, it is not necessary to activate all nodes simultaneously. The required number of active sensors should be reduced to develop a scheduling mechanism where small number of sensors (objective 1) are active while maintaining maximum coverage and connectivity (objective 2). These two objectives conflict which each other, i.e., great coverage rate increases the number of active nodes and vice versa. In order to obtain these two objectives, a multi-objective hybrid optimization is proposed in this work to enhance the network lifetime by asynchronous scheme of PSO and GA.

This paper proposes a new routing protocol to optimize network lifetime while keeping high-coverage area. It consists of using Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm to clusterize the network. Then each cluster rotates the cluster head role in order to protect low-energy nodes. Finally, we provide a configurable sleep scheduling based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) that maximizes network lifetime alone, coverage area alone or even a weighted combination of both. The proposed method is hereafter called FCMMPSO (FCM with Modified PSO).

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we review the state-of-art related to this topic. Section 3 and 4 present the clustering and sleep scheduling phases respectively and give justification of methods and choices. The results of our simulation experiments are given in section 5. The latest section summarize our contributions and discuss the final remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many drawbacks when sensed data is sent directly from the nodes to the base station. One of them is that nodes farther from the base station get their battery depleted first due to the fact that transmission power is proportional to communication distance. Another issue is that they may spend unnecessary energy sending redundant information (e.g. when the same information sensed by two nodes that are next to each other). This simple setup is hereafter called Direct Communication (DC).

The Minimum Transmission Energy (MTE) routing protocol that opposes to Direct Communication was proposed in [1]. This protocol uses the Dijkstra’s
algorithm to calculate the shortest paths between the nodes and the base station. Instead of simply using the Euclidean distance, the path cost is the modeled transmission energy spend in that transmission. Once the shortest path graph is known, the protocol must inform every node of their best next hop, so they can forward the sensed message to the path with less energy expenditure. Depending on the situation, this protocol may quickly overload nodes that are next to the base station (e.g. when the base station is not at the center of the network and few nodes are next to it). As a side-effect, when the nodes next to the base station die, depending on the wireless range of the nodes, farther devices may become unreachable, incurring in a short network lifetime.

There are other solutions in the literature that are based on clustering. Clustering is a plethora of algorithms used for splitting a set of elements into clusters, based on some predefined criteria, and also for finding cluster centers for each split [2]. It is vastly used by statisticians and machine learning engineers as a tool to help with classification in unsupervised learning problems [3].

There are many variations of LEACH [4], [5], but the main idea is to choose the cluster heads depending on a predefined probability. Then the cluster heads advertise their locations to other nodes, which choose the cluster head with the strongest signal (possibly nearer). The cluster heads then act as a router, receiving the messages of those nodes and redirecting them to the base station. They can either redirect the messages on their entirety or filter some information and forward only non-redundant messages. The rotation of the cluster head role balances the energy consumption between nodes, improving the network lifetime.

Another clustering-based solutions are K-Means [6] and FCM [7]. K-Means is a well-known statistical learning technique that clusterize a space based on the distance. The FCM algorithm was first proposed by Dunnin 1973 [8] then improved by Bezdek in 1981 [9] to be used in cluster analysis, especially in pattern recognition. In WSN, it was used to find split the network into clusters based on the Euclidean distance. Fuzzy C-Means is very similar to K-Means in respect to the formation of clusters, but instead of assigning each node to a single cluster, it assigns a node to all clusters with a probability that it belongs to each one of them. Therefore, a node will be assigned to a higher probability of belonging to nearer clusters and to a lower probability of belonging to farther ones.

In FCM [7], once the clusters are formed, the authors propose to use a cluster head rotation mechanism where the first cluster head is the node nearer to the cluster centroids, and after each round the cluster head role is transferred to the node with the highest energy. This rotation, prevents that low-energy nodes assume this power-consuming role. As shown in [7], for a given scenario, this strategy was able to postpone the time that the first node die (surpassing both MTE and LEACH in this aspect).

Apart from clustering and routing protocols, sleep scheduling techniques also have been proposed to improve network lifetime of clustered networks. In [10], the authors present a scheme that assigns a probability of sleeping to every node, where nodes that are farther from the cluster head are more prone to sleep. In [11], the same authors improve their mechanism by proposing a solution where the energy consumption of each node is independent. In [12], a sleep schedule for heterogeneous networks is proposed. An alternative where nodes with more residual energy have more probability of being active is presented in [13].

In [14], an algorithm based on PSO [15] is used to find a sleep scheduling that maximizes network lifetime and network coverage. The authors proposed modifications that are inspired in Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] in order to improve results. While the authors suppose that the network is clusterized, no particular clustering algorithm is described. The solution presented in Section 4 is inspired in this work, but also investigates the effects of using FCM as clustering and a cluster head rotation mechanism. Additionally, the modified version of PSO described in Section 4 presents differences to the one proposed in [14], including a reduced number of hyperparameters.

In [13], authors propose a hybrid solution that uses FCM to clusterize the network and the original binary PSO as sleep scheduling mechanism. Besides, authors suppose the presence of energy-harvesting nodes to serve as cluster heads, aiming at recharging the excess of energy spent by cluster heads. The results shown in [13] show that this hybrid technique has benefits over LEACH-C [5] and C-FCM [7]. The solution presented in Section 4 differs from the one proposed in [13] in two aspects: it supposes the use of a modified PSO algorithm and it considers that all nodes have the same capabilities, i.e. there are no energy-harvesting devices.

The main reasons to use modified PSO instead of the original PSO are inspired by [14]. One of them is that original PSO has some well-known issues, for instance, premature stagnation. Besides that, we found out that in practice, original PSO always find solutions that lead to shorter network lifetimes than modified PSO, as shown in Section 5.

In [17], NSGA-II [14] (Non-Dominated Sorting Algorithm, version 2) is used to optimize the scheduling of sleep slots. NSGA-II is a multi-objective optimization algorithm based on GA. In Section 5, we show that FCMMPSO results are comparable to ECCA, but usually with a better coverage rate. Besides, the proposed solution allows for the user to choose how much to weight each objective, while in ECCA (as it is), the algorithm cannot prioritize one objective in detriment for another.

III. CLUSTERING PHASE

Clustering is a plethora of algorithms used for splitting a set of elements into clusters, based on a predefined criteria,
and also for finding cluster centers for each split. It is vastly used by statisticians and machine learning engineers as a tool to help with classification in unsupervised learning problems. In the case of Wireless Sensor Networks, clustering-based protocols can be used to group network nodes into clusters accordingly to the proximity criteria. It means that closer nodes tend to belong to the same cluster. Once the clusters are defined, the nodes nearest to the cluster centers are selected as “cluster heads”.

The communication in this network respects the following hierarchy: ordinary nodes communicate only with their cluster head, and base station communicates only with the cluster heads. This hierarchy reduces the average energy dissipated during a peer-to-peer communication, due to the hypothesis that the average distance from ordinary nodes to cluster heads is usually shorter that the average distance to the base station. In cases where this hypothesis does not hold, the clustering technique described here may not be an adequate.

Several clustering-based protocols have been proposed, among them: MTE (Minimum Transmission Energy) [1], LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [18], the use of K-Means and FCM (Fuzzy C-Means) [5]. Experiments [5] show a comparison of FCM with the following scenarios: direct communication, MTE, LEACH and K-Means. From the average energy dissipated perspective, the FCM approach is the one that scales better with the network diameter, presenting better results over the other techniques with networks with more than 150 meters of diameter. Another significant result is that FCM approach improve the lifetime of the sensor nodes, mainly when compared with the direct communication, MTE and LEACH approaches. Therefore, FCM guarantees a greater coverage of the network during the application lifetime. For more detailed results, please see [5]. In this section, only the FCM protocol is described since it is part of the proposed solution.

The FCM algorithm was first proposed by Dunn in 1973 [8], then improved by Bezdek in 1981 [1] to be used in cluster analysis, especially in pattern recognition. Then in [5], it was applied to routing protocols in order to improve the energy-efficiency in WSNs. Differently from other approaches, the FCM protocol does not always assign a sensor node to a single cluster. Instead, a sensor node has a degree of membership to every cluster. In comparison to fixed membership where a node belongs to a single cluster, Fuzzy node assignment can be seen as every node having an ordered list of more suitable clusters. This may be specially interesting when the nodes’ distribution changes dynamically or when some nodes get inactive over time (due to battery depletion or to sleeping). In this cases, a node may join another cluster with a lower degree of membership. However, it was not found in the literature any work that exploit this.

A. Determination of the Optimal Number of Clusters

The first step required in clustering is to determine the optimal number of clusters. For this purpose, Eq. 1 [12] is used:

$$C = \sqrt{\frac{N}{2\pi \sigma^2}} \frac{E_{fs} \cdot M}{Emp \cdot d_{av}}$$

(1)

where:
- $C$ is the number of clusters;
- $N$ is the number of sensor nodes;
- $E_{fs}$ is the energy spent in the transmission of a single bit of data through free space, achieving an acceptable bit error rate;
- $Emp$ is the energy spent in the transmission of a single bit of data through a multipath fading model, achieving an acceptable bit error rate;
- $M$ is the network diameter;
- $d_{av}$ is the average Euclidean distance from the cluster heads to the base station.

Notice also that $E_{fs}$ and $Emp$ are dependent on the distance of transmission. Determination of the clusters’ centroid and cluster initialization.

B. Determination of the Cluster’s Centroid and Cluster Initialization

Once the number of clusters is defined, the FCM algorithm help to determine both the cluster centroids and the initial assignment of sensor nodes to clusters. For that purpose, the method minimizes the following objective function (Eq. 2):

$$J_u = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1}^{N} u_{ij}^m d_{ij}^2, 1 \leq m < \infty$$

(2)

where $U_{ij}$ is the coefficient representing the degree of membership of the node $i$ w.r.t. the cluster $j$, $d$ is the Euclidean distance between the $i^{th}$ node and the $j^{th}$ cluster centroid, and $m$ is a real parameter that represents the fuzziness of the clusters. The $u_{ij}$ coefficients form a coefficient matrix $U$ where $i$ indexes the $i^{th}$ row and $j$ indexes the $j^{th}$ column.

The coefficients of the $U$ matrix are calculated as follows (Eq. 3):

$$u_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{C} \left( \frac{d_{ij}^m}{d_{kj}^m} \right)^{\frac{1}{m-1}}}$$

(3)

where $d_{ij}$ is the Euclidean distance between the $i^{th}$ sensor node and the $j^{th}$ cluster centroid. Eq. 3 shows that the greater the distance between a node and a centroid, the smaller the respective coefficient will be. The matrix $U$ is initialized with random samples from a uniform distribution with values ranging from 0 to 1 (representing a probability).

The cluster centroids are iteratively calculated using Eq. 4:
\[ c_j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} u_{ij}^k x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} u_{ij}^k} \]  

(4)

where \( x_i \) is the geolocation of the \( i \)th node and \( c_j \) is the geolocation of the \( j \)th cluster centroid.

The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Lines 1-3 show the initialization of the matrix \( U \) (\( U_{(0)} \)). Lines 6-11 represent an iteration, where for each cluster the centroid is iteratively calculated using Eq. 4 (line 9). The membership matrix is updated at each iteration using Eq. 3 (line 10). Finally, the FCM algorithm stops either when the error is below some threshold \( \varepsilon \), or when the algorithm had run for a certain number of iterations.

### Algorithm 1 FCM algorithm for cluster formation

1. for \( i = 0 \) to \( N \)  
2. for \( j = 0 \) to \( C \)  
3. \( u_{ij}^{(0)} \sim \text{uniform}(0,1) \)  
4.  
5. \( k \leftarrow 0 \)  
6. repeat  
7. \( k \leftarrow k + 1 \)  
8. for \( j = 0 \) to \( C \)  
9. update cluster centroid \( c_j \) using Eq. 4  
10. update \( U^{(k)} \) using Eq. 3  
11. until \( \|U^{(k)} - U^{(k-1)}\| < \varepsilon \)

After completing, the algorithm has defined the degree of membership of nodes. Then, each node is initially set to belong to the cluster that it has the highest degree of membership.

### C. Cluster Head Selection and Election

The base station initially selects the node nearest to each cluster centroid as the cluster head. However, the network hierarchy overloads cluster heads: they must relay messages from every cluster node to the base station. Thus, they expend energy faster than ordinary nodes. For this reason, the cluster head selection must be dynamic in order to prevent those nodes to extinguish their energy supplies and to balance the energy load.

Therefore, after the first round, the current cluster head selects another node to be the new cluster head. It chooses the node with the highest residual energy (this information is sent to the cluster head in every packet) and nearest to the cluster centroid. This procedure is repeated every exchange of data, meaning that the cluster head role is reassigned periodically. It is also important to notice that the FCM algorithm is only used at the initial setup of the network. From that moment on, the partitions (clusters) are fixed while the cluster head changes dynamically.

The cluster head is responsible for allocating time slots when cluster members can transmit. This is implemented using a TDMA schedule. Regarding power consumption, cluster members activate their radio component only during their own slots, reducing the power consumption. Also, transmission power is optimized since the Euclidean distance between nodes and cluster head is minimized by the FCM algorithm. Additionally, energy is saved due to the fact that data aggregation and fusion is executed at the cluster head, which compresses the information sent to the base station.

### IV. SLEEP SCHEDULING

PSO [15] is a computational method that optimizes an objective function by searching the solution space simultaneously with multiple “probes”, aiming to improve the proposed solution iteratively. It is inspired by the social behavior of living being herds, where each “probe” is called particle and it represents a candidate solution. Particles move through the solution space looking for a local optima with a certain velocity. At each iteration, each particle velocity is updated proportionally to the particle’s own inertia (algorithm’s parameter) but is also partially redirected to the local (particle’s) best known position and to the global (swarm’s) best known position. Therefore the particle movement (velocity) has three components: an inertial one, a personal one and a social one; simulating the herd’s behavior.

PSO has been successfully used in several domains such as [6], [19]-[22]. Specifically, in the WSN applications, PSO was introduced by Kulkarni et al. [23], who presented PSO and showed now to use it for energy-saving purposes.

### Algorithm 2 Modified PSO Algorithm

1. for each cluster do  
2. for \( i = 1 \) to \( P \) do  
3. \( p_i \leftarrow \text{initialize\_particle}() \)  
4. \( l_i \leftarrow p_i \)  
5. if \( i = 1 \) or \( \text{fitness}(l_i) > \text{fitness}(g) \) then  
6. \( g \leftarrow l_i \)  
7.  
8. for \( i = 1 \) to \( M \) do  
9. for \( i = 1 \) to \( P \) do  
10. \( r_p \sim \text{uniform}(0.0, 1.0) \)  
11. \( p_i \leftarrow \text{mutation}(p_i, o) \)  
12. if \( r_p < q_p \) then  
13. \( p_i \leftarrow \text{crossover}(p_i, l_i) \)  
14. if \( r_p < q_p \) then  
15. \( p_i \leftarrow \text{crossover}(p_i, g) \)  
16. if \( \text{fitness}(p_i) > \text{fitness}(l_i) \) then  
17. \( l_i \leftarrow p_i \)  
18. if \( \text{fitness}(p_i) > \text{fitness}(g) \) then  
19. \( g \leftarrow p_i \)  
20.

Algorithm 2 describes the modified PSO used in this paper. It is based on [14], which is inspired itself in the Genetic Algorithm. For each cluster, a different set of particles is generated and each set searches to maximize the sleep scheduling for that cluster independently. Each particle has \( N \) dimensions, where \( N \) is the number of nodes.
in that cluster. Each dimension is binary, meaning that it has only to points: 0 (for active nodes) and 1 (for nodes that will be put to sleep). Every particle dimension is randomly initialized with 0 or 1 with equal probabilities (0.5) (line 3). Then the $i^{th}$ particle’s best position $l_i$ is set to the particle’s initial configuration $p_i$ (line 4). Then the swarm’s best position $g$ is set to the best initial position (lines 5-6). In order to decide which particle has the best configuration, the fitness function is used (described later on this section). $P$ is the number of particles that simultaneously searches for the solution.

Lines 8-20 describe the search for the best sleep configuration. This procedure is repeated for a certain number of iterations ($M$), which is found out in practice. Then for each particle, three basic steps are repeated: mutation (line 11), crossover with the particle’s best position (line 13) and crossover with the swarm’s best position (line 15). In each step, particle and swarm’s best positions are updated when the new particle reached better results in terms of the fitness function (lines 17-20).

In the modified PSO, the number of particles $P$ keeps unchanged, meaning that every particle is mutated and suffers crossover but no additional particles are generated during this process.

The mutation and crossover functions are inspired in GA and are described in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. Both functions differ from the functions described in [13], because our results shown that we achieved better learning (of particles’ positions) with these changes.

The mutation function changes some of the dimensions of a particle (which is called in GA, individual). The function traverses the individual genes and statistically flips (Boolean negation) $\omega$ percent of the genes. The mutation allows for the particle to “move” in the search space, assuming new configurations. Therefore, larger $\omega$ leads to greater movements.

The crossover function takes two particles (individuals) as input and the resulting individual has statistically half of genes from one individual and half from the other. Crossing over allows the particle to be attracted towards its best position or towards the swarm’s best position.

The fitness function that the modified PSO tries to maximize is described by Eq. 5:

$$fitness = \alpha \cdot f_1 + \beta \cdot f_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 3 Mutation function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Function mutation (individual, $\omega$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 for $g = 1$ to $G$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 $r_i \sim \text{uniform}(0, 1.0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 if $r_i &lt; \omega$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 flip(individual$_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 return individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 4 Crossover function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Function crossover (father, mother)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is the weighted sum of two terms, with parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The first term is a function of the remaining energy at devices and it is different from the energy-related term used in [19] because we found out that in some situations using that function makes the modified PSO find that the best configuration is to put all nodes to sleep. In order to avoid that, instead of minimizing the sum of energies of all wake nodes, Eq. 12 maximizes the probability that nodes with above-average energy levels are kept awake, while nodes with below-average energy levels are put to sleep. This improves energy-balance inside the cluster. In Eq. 16, $E_g$ is the energy of the $g^{th}$ node, $G$ is the number of nodes (genes in GA terminology), $p_i$ is the $i^{th}$ particle and $E$ is the average energy in the alive nodes.

$$f_1 = \frac{\sum_i (1-p_i) (E_g-E) - \sum_i \min (E_g-E,0)}{\sum_{i,j} \max ((E_g-E),0)-\sum_i \min (E_g-E,0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The second term is the fitness function is related to the coverage and the overlapping areas (as defined in Section 3) and it is described in Eq. 13. Regionsexclusive are the exclusive regions for a particular particle $p$, and Coverageall are the coverage area (see Section 3) for all alive nodes. Differently from [20], we only have one term related to coverage and overlapping areas instead of two, reducing the number of the algorithm’s parameters. The value of $f_2$ may range from 0 (when awake nodes represented in the particle have no exclusive area) and 1 (when all awake nodes cover areas that no other node covers). Maximizing $f_2$ maximizes coverage area while reducing the overlapping at the same time. Therefore, the nodes that have more overlapping are more prone to be sleeping.

$$f_2 = \frac{\text{Regions}_{\text{exclusive}}(p)}{\text{Coverage}_{\text{all}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$\alpha$ and $\beta$ should sum to 1 and are chosen depending on how much one values the network lifetime(term 1) and coverage area (term 2).

The modified PSO (Algorithm 2) has 3 hyperparameters $\omega$, $\phi_p$ and $\phi_g$. The learning strategy was implemented according to [20]:

$$\omega = \omega_{\text{max}} - (\omega_{\text{max}} - \omega_{\text{min}}) \times \frac{\text{it}}{M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\phi_p = 1 - \frac{\text{it}}{M}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\phi_g = 1 - \phi_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The settings common to all scenarios are described bellow (except when mentioned differently).
The 2-dimensional field where 300 nodes are distributed is 250x250 m$^2$ and the nodes are distributed using an independent uniform distribution for axis x and y. The base station is at (125, 125), i.e. the center of the field. The message length is 4000 bits plus a 150 bit header. The coverage radius for every node is 20 meters. The fuzzyness factor is equal to 2, and the number of clusters is usually calculated as 5. The initial energy at every node is 2 Joules.

Regarding the modified PSO settings, the fitness function $\alpha$ is set to 0.5 and $\beta$ to 0.5 by default. The maximum number of iterations for modified PSO is 100 and the number of particles is set to 20.

In all simulations, except for the Direct Communication setup, we considered that the base station must regularly broadcast routing/clustering information and sleep scheduling in order to every node know how to proceed in the next round. This forces nodes to spend at least the energy to receive this information (considering a 4150 bit message). Some authors consider that the cluster head perform this functionality while other authors do not consider this step in the energy consumption.

It is also important to note that the results shown in this section do not consider the initial energy spend in case nodes need to send their position to the base station. For the settings described above, this expenditure is equal to 0.303 Joules net or 0.001 Joules per node (in average).

A. Scenario 1: Cluster Formation

In this scenario, we show the cluster formation generated by the FCM algorithm (Fig. 1). Nodes are represented as points and each color indicates a different cluster membership. Gray solid lines are the boundaries of each cluster. Red triangles represent the cluster centroids while the red cross represent the base station. As mentioned earlier, each node in FCM belong to all clusters with a certain probability. In this plot, we assigned nodes to the most probable cluster.

B. Scenario 2: Network Lifetime

In this scenario, DC, MTE, LEACH, FCM, FCM plus original PSO and FCMMPSO are analyzed from the network lifetime perspective. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

As expected, using DC makes nodes farther from the base station deplete their batteries first, but nodes nearer to the base station outlive any other algorithm. When using LEACH, nodes tend to survive longer than DC ones. The cluster rotation mechanism used for LEACH randomly selects the next cluster head (as [9]). This mechanism does not take node’s remaining energy into account. For this reason it performs poorly.

On the other hand, FCM rotates the cluster head role between higher-energy nodes, what improves the network lifetime. Clusters deplete their energies as a whole, causing step descents in the number of alive nodes.

Concerning MTE, nodes nearer to the base station forward messages of all other nodes that are farther from the base station. Therefore, these nodes are overloaded and are depleted quickly. When these nodes are off, the farther nodes have to communicate directly to the base station, and due to the effort of transmitting over larger distances, also get their batteries depleted.

As expected, FCM with original PSO perform better than other methods that rely only on clustering. This is straightforward since original PSO decides that some nodes should occasionally sleep, saving their batteries.

As shown, FCMMPSO outperforms all other strategies. It seems that the modified PSO was able to always find solutions that lead to improved network lifetime. It is important to note that FCMMPSO performed better in all simulations that we run, but are not included here for lack of space. Also, the settings used in these comparisons were exactly the same (including values for $\alpha$ and $\beta$).

In order to detail the results shown in Fig. 3, Table I shows the time when the first node depletes its battery and the time when 30% of the nodes die, respectively. Also we included results (for the same distribution/position of
nodes) where the base station is decentralized at (125, -75), i.e. out of the map.

Fig. 2 shows the map where the nodes are distributed. Red triangles represent the cluster centroids while the red cross represent the base station. Each area is colored according to the time (round) when the surrounding nodes get their batteries depleted. Dark areas represent nodes that die earlier, while light colors represent nodes that die later in the network lifetime. The base station is at the center of the map i.e. at (125, 125).

Since the base station is at the center of the map, those nodes are the last to die (they spend less energy communicating with the base station). As it can be seen, most of the clusters die almost at the same time (have the same color in the map). This means that the network lifetime lasts longer but also that all nodes die approximately together.

![Map of nodes distribution](image)

**Fig. 2.** Map where the nodes are distributed. The base station is decentralized at (125, -75), while the nodes are distributed according to their depletion time.

**Table I: Round when First Node Die and when 30% of Nodes Die (for Different Algorithms)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Base station at:</th>
<th>Number of depleted nodes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(125, 125)</td>
<td>(125, -75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>430</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1685</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>906</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>459</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2363</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3088</td>
<td>3422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3117</td>
<td>3477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>2033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCM+PSO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3422</td>
<td>3477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3088</td>
<td>3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3117</td>
<td>3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCMMPSO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3422</td>
<td>3477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3088</td>
<td>3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3117</td>
<td>3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. Conclusion**

This paper presented a new scheme to improve network lifetime while maximizing network coverage area. FCM is used for network clustering by splitting the network in small subsets where transmission power is kept low. Additionally, each cluster has a head rotation mechanism that seeks to prevent low-energy nodes from communicating directly to the base station, resulting at a better energy-balance. Better configurations of sleep schedules are found using the modified PSO algorithm that searches for both saving-energy and high-coverage rate configurations. Results show that, by correctly setting up PSO hyperparameters, the algorithm is able to learn better configurations and thus provide meet the specifications of applications with different goals.
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